
He Yida



Playing with everyday materials from objects found on a curb side to the clutter bellying a corner shop, He 
Yida (b. 1980, China) mounts delicate sculptural compositions that challenge the aesthetics of everyday 
life, the relationships between objects and more broadly probe at the origins of art and its deference to 
monumentality. Born and living in Shanghai following studies in Fine Art at Chelsea College of Arts in 
London, He’s approach to the readymade is one of integration rooted in material. She identifies curvatures, 
textures, weights, and through a process of selection adopts the existing whilst assembling it as part of 
a new whole. As such, He creates her own language of sculpture: one that acknowledges the utilitarian 
purpose of the original but uses it as a springboard to build a palpable yet ambitious multi-dexterous 
theatre of objects.   

A lynchpin of He’s work is relationships, particularly those between the objects themselves, and the 
surrounding space. As expressed by He, her language is “something that develops with having conversations 
inwards and outwards at the same time.” As such, one notes the delicate touch between the objects, the 
slithers of overlap, reliance, how the tones dance between each other and the whole carries presence whilst 
lightly resting. Consider, for example, ‘Hard Association’ (2013) composed of materials one would ordinarily 
skim across in a hardware store: glass, sponge, elastic band, plastic sheet, fabric, pu leather, paperclips. 
Propped against the wall the whole abstractly resembles objects our brain recognises, a broom or bat, 
perhaps. This initial associative impulse, however, is replaced by a subtle realisation of composition, how 
the foam flexibly folds, the playful contrast between the bubble pink and cyan blue, the rolls tentatively 
wedged between glass and wall, the precarious dangling of fabric. He’s compositions thus take on a bodily 
near humanist stance, in terms of how they come into being but also through their association of parts and 
space. Her sculptures exist as a result of each entity and the where, the whole occupying the presence of “a 
quiet, considered and nice surprise.”

In giving a voice to the visually overlooked, a new standing swerved by acknowledgement, He challenges the 
aesthetics of the ordinary. At first instance there is a probing of what we look at twice or indeed contemplate 
as beautiful, worth our gaze, engagement. Seemingly bearing the influence of Arte Povera through her use 
of ‘poor’ materials, He creates sculptural arrangements that appear effortless, ad hoc, but equally open – to 
interpretation, possibilities. Initial impressions are replaced by further observations, permitting a serial wave 
of consciousness, no one thought being the same as a prior. Exploring spatial planes, He carves through 
literal space whilst creating zones for contemplations of order. Indeed, He ignites human sensibility and 
emancipation, the allowance for us to feel and see something beyond the usual utilitarian blank. In so doing, 
He extends Walter Benjamin’s notion of ‘aura’ who explained that ‘even the most perfect reproduction of a 
work of art is lacking in one element: its presence in time and space, its unique existence at the place where 
it happens to be’, this unique cultural context i.e. ‘it’s presence in time and space’ being it’s ‘aura’. Despite 
Benjamin’s denigration of the pre-existing, He demonstrates how the readymade can be reconceived as 
something that is highly valued rather than deceptive and out of reach.

Through this exploration of relationships and assignations of value, He mounts a considered, calm and 
confident defiance of venerated monumentality. Observing artistic, societal and and social celebrations of 
the magnanimous, He departs from the common rhetoric, exploring the overlapping fields between elite 
and plebeian, shying away from the purported high-end and macroscopic narratives. He’s creations, at times 
awkward but always curious, convey an inescapably touching sense of care, a dismantling of boundaries, 
which in itself is exquisite, but more broadly, calls for an awareness and breakdown of the assumed.

He Yida currently lives and works in Shanghai. Her solo exhibitions include: Right Misplacement (A+ 
Contemporary, Shanghai, 2016), In Case (C-Space, Beijing, 2013). Her selected group exhibitions include: A 
Tree Fell in the Forest, and No One’s There (Power Station of Art, Shanghai, 2018), Condo Shanghai: Soul of 
the Soulless (Edouard Malingue Gallery, Shanghai, 2018), One Second Ago (Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong 
Kong, 2017), NAN KAN: Inexplicit Ethics and De-ranking Perspective (Surplus Space, Wuhan, 2016), Daily 
Formalism (BANK, Shanghai, 2016), Alchemy (Between Art Lab, Shanghai, 2015), Peepshow (Long March 
Space, Beijing, 2015), Follow (MOCA Shanghai, Shanghai, 2011).
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A TREE FELL IN THE FOREST, AND NO ONE’S THERE 

Emerging Curators Project

Power Station of Art, Shanghai , China

02.11.2018 - 24.02.2019



Installation view at Power Station of Art
Photograph by He Zhaonan



Installation view at Power Station of Art
Photograph by He Zhaonan



Installation view at Power Station of Art
Photograph by He Zhaonan



He Yida 

Untitled

2016

Glass, plaster, sponge

Dimensions Variable



He Yida 

Pour Thing (Black)

2016

Sponge, plaster, wood 

33.1 x 73.5 x 9.1 cm



He Yida 

Untitled

2016

Marble, cardboard  

29 x 15 x 14.2 cm



Installation view at Power Station of Art
Photograph by He Zhaonan



He Yida 

Untitled

2016

Wood, styrofoam, ceramic

103 x 70 x 181.5 cm



Installation view at Power Station of Art
Photograph by He Zhaonan



He Yida 

Untitled

2016

Carpet, glass, paint 

156.5 x 69.5 x 23.5 cm



The Soul of the Soulless

Condo Shanghai 2018 

Edouard Malingue Gallery, Shanghai 

07.07.2018 - 26.08.2018



Following from Edouard Malingue Gallery’s great commitment to creating dialogue between the East 
and West, Condo will finally come to Shanghai in July 2018. “Condo”—taken from “Condominium” (com 
“together” and dominium “right of ownership”, referring to a territory formally shared by different powers)—is 
a new format for international galleries to collaborate in exhibition-making. This inaugural edition of Condo 
Shanghai will include nine participating local galleries from Shanghai, which will welcome and share their 
spaces with thirteen international galleries, displaying major works by artists they represent alongside those 
of the invited galleries.

Edouard Malingue Gallery, together with two renowned German galleries, will present The Soul of the 
Soulless, a three-person exhibition. Esther Schipper will present a large-scale installation by the British-
born artist Simon Fujiwara and König Galerie sculptures and drawings by German artist Andreas Schmitten. 
As the host gallery, Edouard Malingue Gallery is proud to present the works of the local Shanghainese artist 
He Yida in dialogue with these two established artists on the same platform.

Simon Fujiwara (born in 1982) has an oeuvre that crosses multiple media, from sculpture and installation to 
video and painting, referencing worlds as diverse as advertising and archaeology. His work reflects on the 
connections between the individual and the social through fictional personal histories and archaeologies. 
This exhibition will show Rebekkah (2012), a work that combines sculpture and video. Fujiwara’s work takes 
as a point of departure Rebekkah, a sixteen-year-old girl who once took part in the 2011 London riots. 
The artist filmed her two-week-long trip to China, which was part of her “resocialisation” programme. In 
China, she visited a factory of flat screen TVs and a sportswear manufacturing plant, witnessing the real 
production environment of some of the goods stolen by her and her peers in the riot. She also visited 
Xi’an, home of the Terracotta Army, and subsequently Rebekkah toured a factory where modern terracotta 
figures are produced. Here casts of her were made in the style of the terracotta warriors. To date, there have 
been over 130 terracotta-warrior-style sculptures of Rebekkah made, which are presented around the world 
in Fujiwara’s exhibitions. These terracotta casts of Rebekkah are products manufactured in large-scale 
assembly lines, the craft value and hand produced mistakes of each assembly line workers can be visibly 
traced in the sculptures. Yet at the heart of this new production is a young British woman who engaged in 
the destruction of the long-solidified relations between production and occupation. Fujiwara’s work is very 
often inspired by real events in the real world; through his distinctive narrative and subtle logical structures, 
the artist explores the construction of individual and social identities.

Andreas Schmitten (born in 1980) presents a body of sculptural works with bright, alluring colours. The 
forms are inspired by everyday life and yet somewhat appear awkward. Distorted and abstracted pieces 
of furniture and vessels no longer possess functionality, while the glossy, shiny surfaces have an eerie 
aesthetic quality. In this exhibition, Schmitten displays among a series of sketch paintings that appear 
similar to instruction manuals for products two new vitrine works and his sculptural installation “Festung” 
(“Fortress”). The white lacquered bronze-sculpture is an abstract female figure, which often appears in 
different shapes often in his body of work. This enigmatic figure is leaning towards the pink window-like 
object, reminiscent of European Gothic Church windows f.e., creating an interaction between the human 
body and the architecture. Also typical for his work is the play with perfection or beauty on the one hand 
and with arbitrary parts, like in this case the embroidered seams, on the other. Ory Dessau describes his 
work as ambiguous and as an uncompromising quest for self-identity and an insistent evasion therefrom. 
Situated within the expanded field of sculpture, his works introduce an affinity to architecture, painting, 
technical drawing, product design, stage design and model making, as well as to tailoring and carpentry[1]. 
The two new Vitrine-works “Representatives”, which Schmitten created for this exhibition seem to display 
little architectural, stage-like sceneries with thrones or cinema seats spanned by baldachins. The figures in 
the Chimera Electrified drawings engage in all kinds of self-abusive behaviour, with a process that is calm, 
absurd, and chilling. Such frightening and yet uncertain behaviour attracts the audience’s attention towards 
the pain and towards the machinic quality of the body through visual means.

He Yida (born in 1980) meanwhile focuses on the physical characteristics of objects as well as the plastic, 
form-making connections between objects. Sometimes she changes the materials slightly, while other 
times she presents works in the original form of the objects themselves. Scattered over the fissures among 
the objects is the manual labour of the artist. As a glue between the materials, manual labour reveals the 
fragile human traces through actions such as bending, binding, leaning, and hanging; “primitive” modes 
of production and “civilized” modes of production are thus mixed and confused. He Yida employs cheap 
modern materials or found contemporary industrial goods; then through basic modes of manual labour, 
without involving additional modern processes of reworking, the artist muddles modern, civilised materials 
and renders them primitive and fundamental. What was originally meant to be grand or great is turned into 
the common and the ordinary; the muddling and mixing dissolves the sacral. A rebellion is thus born.

The three artists respectively mix sculptures of human figures produced at large quantities, an imagination 
of machines fused with the human body, as well as certain materials that are practically unpolished—and 
from there they broach the themes of humanity and human sensations. The works of the three artists 
have an intense sense of materiality, placing materiality in the most notable position in terms of style and 
inspiration. In these works are revealed materials seemingly shorn of the spiritual—industrial, mechanical 
and commercial materials—yet what is sought after and interrogated happens to be the human spirit: the 
ethics and sensations of human survival.
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Unpacking Interior - KEAI
KEAI

2015

MDF board, plywood board, plaster, PVC sticker, paint, IKEA desk legs, ceramic, chamois leather
, , , , , , , 

160 x 72 x 43 cm



(Detail) Unpacking Interior - KEAI
( ) KEAI

2015

MDF board, plywood board, plaster, PVC sticker, paint, IKEA desk legs, ceramic, chamois leather
, , , , , , , 

160 x 72 x 43 cm



 Untitled

2018

Recycled galvanised iron square pipe, stainless steel, silicone, paper clay, nylon ribbon
, , , , 

160 x 93 x 16.5 cm



(Detail) Untitled
( )
2018

Recycled galvanised iron square pipe, stainless steel, silicone, paper clay, nylon ribbon
, , , , 

160 x 93 x 16.5 cm



Ideal Boundaries

2018

Rug, spray painted glass, wood, plaster, stainless steel, sand paper
, , , , , 

246 x 88 x 60 cm



(Detail) Ideal Boundaries
( )
2018

Rug, spray painted glass, wood, plaster, stainless steel, sand paper
, , , , , 

246 x 88 x 60 cm



(Detail) Ideal Boundaries
( )
2018

Rug, spray painted glass, wood, plaster, stainless steel, sand paper
, , , , , 

246 x 88 x 60 cm



(Detail) Ideal Boundaries
( )
2018

Rug, spray painted glass, wood, plaster, stainless steel, sand paper
, , , , , 

246 x 88 x 60 cm



Untitled

2018

Galvanised iron board, iron, paint, plaster, paper clay
, , , , 

164 x 70.5 x 51 cm



Untitled

2018

Galvanised iron board, iron, paint, plaster, paper clay
, , , , 

164 x 70.5 x 51 cm



(Detail) Untitled
( )

2018

Galvanised iron board, iron, paint, plaster, paper clay
, , , , 

164 x 70.5 x 51 cm



Catch Flow

2018

Glass, acrylic, paint, stainless steel, copper chain, silicone, fiber glass
, , , , , , 

200 x 254 x 500 cm

(Detail) Catch Flow
( )
2018



(Detail) Catch Flow
( )

2018

Glass, acrylic, paint, stainless steel, copper chain, silicone, fiber glass
, , , , , , 

200 x 254 x 500 cm



(Detail) Catch Flow
( )
2018



one second ago

Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong Kong

08.07.2017 - 26.08.2017



If but for a moment the inevitable fate of a point in time, or our perception of a thing, was seen, held. ‘one 
second ago’, a group exhibition at Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong Kong, evokes that tittering sense of balance 
regards a state of existence or actuality, whether represented by assemblages of the quotidian or elements 
from nature. Such fine lines or instances are addressed by the works of He Yida (b. 1980, China), Handiwirman 
Saputra (b. 1975, Indonesia), Jeremy Everett (b. 1979, USA), Tao Hui (b. 1987, China) and Phillip Lai (b. 1969, 
Malaysia / UK), which beyond responding to a sense of spatial and temporal oscillation, demonstrate that 
a sense of passing, as well as assignation of value to the negligible, is a universal phenomenon, extending 
beyond borders and conditions.

Employing everyday materials, He Yida challenges what we look at twice or indeed contemplate as 
beautiful, worth our gaze, engagement. Seemingly bearing the influence of Arte Povera, He creates 
sculptural arrangements that appear effortless, ad hoc, but equally open – to interpretation, possibilities. 
Initial impressions are replaced by further observations, permitting a serial wave of consciousness, no one 
thought being the same as a prior. Exploring spatial planes, He carves through literal space whilst creating 
zones for contemplations of order, societal and aesthetic. Indeed, He probes at human sensibility and 
emancipation, extending beyond Walter Benjamin’s notion of ‘aura’ as defining something that is highly 
valued yet deceptive and out of reach.

Moving towards the use of more visceral materials whilst equally engaging with a sense of precipice, 
Handiwirman Saputra creates composition from items such as thread to lumps of hair, which border the 
realm of two and three dimensions. Paintings that are extensions of a surface rather than points of finality, 
Saputra’s works appear rid of artistic pretension; there is an objective humility to their presence, which act 
as epistemological portals to probe our way of seeing, of perception, the relationships we create between 
things, the values we consequently assign and stories we weave. Combining a careful selection of items 
with technical rigour, Saputra prompts a search for beauty amidst the mundane, for visual and conceptual 
harmony amidst the seemingly anti-aesthetic.

Building on a notion of variance, Jeremy Everett’s works explore the poetic balance between beauty and 
vulnerability. A raw unframed canvas, finely layered by traces of molecular paint pigment – a delicate shard, 
the subtle outlines standing as vestigial marks of the process of creation. There is a sense of the bodily and 
self, as one recognises the inevitability of gravity, finding beauty at each stage and in every instant. Akin 
to an open sentence, Everett creates a form of visual poetry that hovers amid initiation and completion, 
pointing that finality is but momentary, belonging to that instant not the next. Circling conformation, Everett 
unshackles materials of their societal purpose, broadening their perception and use, whether cyanotype in 
the course of pigmentation or gesso as paint – a lesson in alternative viewings.

Creating a dialogue with this running notion of poetic material alteration is the work of Philip Lai, who 
develops a sense of itinerancy through estranging familiar objects to the point of abstraction. Emphasising 
spatial experience, Lai weaves situations, encounters, which compel a sense of contemplations regards 
what we believe to know, recognise and understand. Moving between different planes of sight as well as 
notions of weight, Lai’s works elicit those rare moments of pluralistic self-awareness where one is attuned to 
jumping thought as well as the details in one’s surroundings, from the floor that roots us to that object which 
may be out of the corner of our eye, or the indistinct point ahead. The reformulated quotidian becomes 
engulfing yet isolated and humble, each work acting as a treasured point of focus.

Extending deeper into considerations of the self, Tao Hui calls to question surrounding culture and identity. 
Using various mediums including video, objects, and installation, Tao creates bizarre and exaggerated scenes 
that test our realities, what we see and what we believe. Presented is a kinetic installation composed of wind 
cups, mirrors and metal chains, the rapid circular movement acting as a frenetic metaphor for the tenets 
of urbanisation and hegemonic thinking. Elements of what we see around us are flashed back to us by the 
mirrors only to disappear again, a reminder of what comes, is glimpsed, and goes. Subtle yet provocative, 
Tao’s work is imbued with a sharp emotional power, its pulse being one of visual staccato.

As such, the viewer is invited to discover poetry through slight gestures, playful compositions and unexpected 
materials. ‘one second ago’ is a call to that fragile state of balance, that short albeit precious moment when 
one stops to see and look at what is around us, until time flows again and carries everything away – a flicker 
in that temporal stream.
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Parties

2013

Wood, elastic band, stainless steel, butterfly net, aluminum decorations, 
nylon, bronze chain, nylon net, acrylic, PU leather

PU

Dimension variable



Tie Up Loose Ends

2014

Elastic band, stainless steel rod, ceramic, slap bracelet sealed with chamois leather cloth

Dimensions variable



Hard Association

2013

Glass, sponge, elastic band, plastic sheet, fabric, PU leather, paper clips
PU

Dimension variable



Right Misplacement

A+ Contemporary, Shanghai, China

29.10.2016 - 11.12.2016



He Yida’s artistic practice focuses primarily on sculptural installation, channelling a creative process that 
brims with chance and possibility: unexpectedly found readymades are integrated with purpose to create a 
unified artwork, the clash between established plans and sudden revelation transcending the significance of 
appropriation, emphasis being lent to the transformative process of the readymades beyond objects in their 
own sculptural right. Whether through the perspective of sculptural dialogue or aesthetic appreciation, these 
objects collectively represent a form of “anti-monumentality”, which crumbles the notion of immortality as 
symbolised by monument-esque mass and volume, and topples social order, political criterion and signified 
authoritative power as cemented by traditional monuments. Indeed, He Yida holds a reservation towards 
macroscopic narratives, lending a preference for the “insignificant”, while revealing clues that lead from 
certainty towards a path filled with possibilities.

The exhibition title “Right Misplacement” recreates the ‘awkward’ situations manipulated by He Yida’s works: 
common objects, detached from their original contexts, entering the discourse of the white cube, wherein 
they surrender their everyday significance and ability to suggest and connote. This said, readymades have 
already disintegrated the aura of contemporary art with their distinct traits of commonality and worldliness: 
the dissipation of the distance innate to aesthetics appreciation enables viewers’ imagination as triggered by 
the artworks to be transformed into an intuitive response. Ultimately, the misplaced objects have established 
a relationship with their supporting structures and the space they occupy so as to be corrected and thereby 
attain rebirth in the artist’s reconstructed context. 

The exhibited works represent a conclusion of He Yida’s artistic practice over the last two years; existing 
within the framework of presenting the relationships between objects as well as object and space, the works 
explore the relationship between cube and plane, display and representation, aestheticisation and aesthetics 
of everyday life, even delving into questions regards the origin of art. The materials, which seemingly bear 
the influence of Arte Povera, have an innate ‘defective’ appearance that feels specious and even incomplete, 
and the experimental spirit projected, while foolish yet bold, questions contemporary values, structures and 
cognitive systems. 

Effectively, to deny and emerge atop the notion of “aura” as proposed by Walter Benjamin, is He Yida’s 
pursuit of the ultimate value of human sensibility and emancipation. The objects of varied sources and 
production methods have dismantled the boundaries among materials, realising He Yida’s incessant 
exploration of the overlapped fields between elite and plebeian cultures, between the purported high-end 
and its confrontation amidst the realms of materials and aesthetics.
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Untitled

2016

Sponge, plaster, glass

120 x 120 x 100.2 cm



(Detail) Untitled
 
2016

Sponge, plaster, glass

120 x 120 x 100.2 cm



Untitled

2016

Marble, cardboard  

29 x 15 x 14.2 cm



Pour Thing (Black)

2016

Sponge, plaster, wood 

33.1 x 73.5 x 9.1 cm



(Detail) Pour Thing (Black)
 

2016

Sponge, plaster, wood 

33.1 x 73.5 x 9.1 cm



Untitled

2016

Metal, plaster, chicken wire, concrete block, nylon net 

Dimensions variable



(Detail) Untitled

2016

Metal, plaster, chicken wire, concrete block, nylon net 

Dimensions variable



Pour Thing (White)

2016

Cardboard, styrofoam, paint

61 x 45 x 44 cm



Untitled

2016

Carpet, glass, paint 

201 x 280 x 1.8 cm



(Detail) Untitled

2016

Carpet, glass, paint 

201 x 280 x 1.8 cm



Untitled

2016

Glass, plaster 

30 x 25.5 x 50 cm



Untitled

2016

Cardboard, clay, paint 

36 x 39 x 58.5 cm



Untitled

2016

Cardboard, clay, paint 

36 x 39 x 58.5 cm



Untitled

2016

Stainless steel, styrofoam, plaster, paint

122.5 x 45.5 x 15 cm



(Detail) Untitled

2016

Stainless steel, styrofoam, plaster, paint

122.5 x 45.5 x 15 cm



Untitled

2016

Glass, plaster, sponge

Dimensions Variable



(Detail) Untitled

2016

Glass, plaster, sponge

Dimensions Variable



Untitled

2016

Wood, styrofoam, ceramic

103 x 70 x 181.5 cm



(Detail) Untitled

2016

Wood, styrofoam, ceramic

103 x 70 x 181.5 cm



Untitled

2016

Wood, paper clay

25 x 47 x 122 cm



(Detail) Untitled

2016

Wood, paper clay

25 x 47 x 122 cm



Untitled

2016

Carpet, glass, paint 

156.5 x 69.5 x 23.5 cm



(Detail) Untitled

2016

Carpet, glass, paint 

156.5 x 69.5 x 23.5 cm



Untitled

2016

Carpet, chicken wire, tree branch

Dimensions variable



(Detail) Untitled

2016

Carpet, chicken wire, tree branch

Dimensions variable



Other Works



Unpacking Interior – KEAI
KEAI
2015

MDF board,ply-wood board,plaster,PVC sticker, 
paint,IKEA desk legs, ceramic,chamois leather

90 x 70 x 160 cm



Unpack Interior - Bleek
 - Bleek

2015

MDF board, paper laminate, spray paint, plastic sheet, 
marble, decorative cobble stone

150 x 80 x 25 cm 



Pile-White

2015

EPE foam packaging,plaster,silicone, plastic bottle
EPE

80 x 60 x 30 cm 
 



Pile - Grey

2015

Window panel, dust, glass, paint, stone, plastic, 
bottle, car, sunshade sticker 

100 x 100 x 16 cm
  



Reminder - long (I Will Always Back You Up)

2015

Glass, clear plastic bag 

26 x 10 x 128 cm 



Reminder - Short (I Will Always Back You Up)

2015

Plaster, acrylic plinth,PE plastic wrapper
PE

25 x 25 x 62 cm



Hang - Blue

2015

PVC plastic, paint, gaffer tape, paper laminate
PVC

40 x 3 x 85 cm 



Hang - White

2015

PVC plastic, paint, stainless steel chain, tin foil, tape, shrink wrap 
PVC

50 x 10 x 165 cm 



Filling

2014

PVC plastic, plaster 
PVC

Dimensions variable 



To Hide a Sharp Matter

2014

Steel plate, tin foil, gaffer tape 

Dimensions variable 



A Column Enclosed With Aluminium Sheet

2014 

Aluminium sheet, acrylic tape

Dimension variable 



Tie Up Loose Ends

2014

Elastic band, stainless steel rod, ceramic, slap bracelet sealed with chamois leather cloth

Dimensions variable



Cast, Seize and Occupy

2014

Steel, tin foil

Dimensions variable



Hard Association

2013

Glass, sponge, elastic band, plastic sheet, fabric, PU leather, paper clips
PU

Dimension variable



Parties

2013

Wood, elastic band, stainless steel, butterfly net, aluminum decorations, 
nylon, bronze chain, nylon net, acrylic, PU leather

PU

Dimension variable



Trip Up

2013

Wood, stainless steel, nylon, sponge

Dimensions variable



Sophisticated

2013

Nylon, stainless steel

Dimensions variable
 



Upon Statement

2013

Wood, iron, elastic band, plastic sheet, acrylic, stainless steel, PU leather, paint
PU

Dimensions variable 



(Detail) Upon Statement

2013

Wood, iron, elastic band, plastic sheet, acrylic, stainless steel, PU leather, paint
PU

Dimensions variable 



Neighbourhoods II

2013

Wood, elastic band, stainless steel, PU leather, sponge
PU

Dimensions variable 



Half Strike

2012

Wood, elastic band, stainless steel, PU leather
PU

130 x 168 x 80 cm 



Top Up

2010

Wood, tripod, stone, acrylic, photocopy

Dimensions variable



Accident

2010

Wood, acrylic, tissue, chalk 

Dimensions variable
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